Munich Light

Munich Helles Lager

4.5%

18

Brewed for the beer hall in Helles lager style — bright, malty sweet, and barely bitter. Effervescent shine echoes golden Bavarian summers in the Alps as a crisp finish ushers
in autumn's Oktoberfest with a mighty "oom-pah-pah!"

World's End

New World IPA

6.8%

80

Tropical fruit aromas beckon the voyager onward as hop bitterness steadies the course. Malt sweetness flows even-keeled with the hoppy citrus zest as you’re swept away in a
crash of white foam. Equal parts smooth sailing and wild ride.

1 AM

Session Ale

5.0%

22

This beer is nostalgia in a glass and a nod to Emmett’s beers from the past. We brought back this classic so you can get through the days and nights, even if it's at 1AM.

Peace Keeper American Wheat

5.3%

43

Bright citrus, a malty middle, and refreshing fruit twang join forces for a harmonious American wheat. Lemon, tangerine, and grapefruit aromas keep the troops happy during
lazy, hazy peacetime. Ceasefire or not, our beer's the bomb!

Ignition

India Pale Lager

6.2%

53

A truly hopped up lager. Firm bitterness, but balanced. Grapefruit notes finished by crisp citrus zest. Smoother than an IPA but with just as many hops.

Hop Sundae

OG IPA

7.5%

70

Citrus Forward West Coast IPA with Citra & Mosiac Hops.

Cow Tipper

Milk Stout

How sweet it is to be brewed by moo! Milk sugars dole out notes of rich, roasted chocolate, sweetened espresso, and hints of caramel. We corral these creamy, dreamy
flavors for a brew that'll turn your stout-loving world upside down.

Double Talk

Double IPA

8.5%

82

6.0%

30

This potent Double IPA will have you talking nonsense in no time. It has some dank juicy aromas fallowed by an assertive hoppy bitterness!

Guilt Trip

Porter

Malty sweetness, roasty, cocoa and caramel balance beautifully with the healthy dose of earthy English hops. Dark fruit esters emanate from the light carbonation.

Dry Hopped

Dark Ale

6.4%

30

Brewed with our friends from Chicagobeerpass Nik & Brad. We brewed a hoppy dark ald. Amarillo and Warriour hopped in the boil and 10 lbs. each during dry hop. Roasted
malt makes way for a hoppy finish.

